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The creation of a magnificent border
Counting Nature’s 50 shades of green
Farming on the edge: the romance of crofting
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Town & Country Notebook
Quiz of the week

1) In which part of your body would
you find the cruciate ligament?
2) According to Walkers, which is its
most popular crisp flavour?
3) What is the name of the antagonist
in Shakespeare’s Othello?

Edited by Victoria Marston

Time to buy
Rhubarb Crumble
ice cream, £6.50,
Brickell’s Ice Cream
(www.brickells
icecream.co.uk)

4) How many permanent teeth does
an adult dog have?
5) In which decade was pop singer
Madonna born?

Word of the week
Hardiment (noun)
A bold deed

100 years ago in

COUNTRY LIFE
May 14, 1921

From Beder’s Kitchen
charity cook book (all
proceeds towards mentalhealth awareness and
suicide prevention), £22,
Beder (www.beder.org.uk)
Smathers & Branson
Salmon Needlepoint Belt
(15% of sales to the Atlantic
Salmon Trust), £160, Glaze
& Gordon (07538 366282;
www.glazeandgordon.com)

‘Sorry for your loss, I hear
over and over. What does that
even mean? Your loss? It gets
stuck right in the knot of
anger balled tight in my
chest, because lost is tied
to hope, which is connected
to found, as if you will be
returned to me at some point’
Boys Don’t Cry, Fíona Scarlett

Another log on the fire By Oliver Preston

M

1) Knee 2) Cheese and onion 3) Iago 4) 42
5) 1950s (1958)

Book of the week
Gardens in my Life, Arabella Lennox-Boyd (Head of Zeus, £40)
It’s a rare garden designer that has such a sharp eye for anecdote, but Arabella
Lennox-Boyd’s memoir-like account is a complete joy to read as well as to
look at. It also gives an invaluable insight into the business of making beautiful
gardens. From her first in St John’s Wood—just big enough to fit her Fiat 1550
—to the rolling acres designed for David Gilmour of Pink Floyd, every garden
she creates is unique. A must.

Alamy

Y gardener, hearing a great
commotion among the
birds and thinking it might be
caused by a stoat, fetched his gun
and proceeded to the scene of
action. To his surprise he saw
a squirrel on the ground in the act
of killing a half-fledged thrush,
biting and tearing it with its
claws, disregarding the frequent
attacks of the birds. Having killed
the thrush he climbed the tree
where the nest was situated. He
then dragged another young thrush
out and, holding the bird in his
paws, began biting its back. At this
juncture the gardener shot the
squirrel. It proved to be an old and
mangey one with an unpleasant
odour. I should be glad to know if
any readers have witnessed a similar occurrence.—Sidney Lloyd
It is not very unusual for
a squirrel to kill and eat small
birds.—Ed
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